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(Visual) Transformers

Deep nets for Vision Transformers

ConvNet
ResNet

[Vaswani et al. Attention is all 
you need NeurIPS 2017]



(Visual) Transformers

ViT (Vision Transformers) architecture
=> Self attention encoder modules for classification



(Visual) Transformers

ViT OK but Requiring hundreds of millions of 
annotated images to reach convnets performance

JFT-300M
300M images
18k labels
private

ImageNet-21k
14M images
21k labels

ImageNet
1.2M images
1k labels



(Visual) Transformers

ViT OK but Requiring hundreds of millions of 
annotated images to reach convnets performance

Can we train an effective vision transformer model without a huge dataset like JFT?



(Visual) Transformers
Published as a conference paper at ICML 2021 DeiT

Yes! DeiT paper
Regularization (Stochastic d, Repeated A)
Data augmentation (Mixup, CutMix)
Distillation (From ConvNet)

State-of-the-art performance on ImageNet1k classification 

without huge extra dataset!



(Visual) Transformers

Does ViT work with deeper models? No 

Adaptation of DeiT: CaiT

Main improvements:
-- Rescaling residual branch 
-- Combined with stochastic depth:

-- Class Activation architecture

Published as a conference paper at ICCV 2021

Going deeper with Image Transformers

Hugo Touvron, Matthieu Cord, Alexandre Sablayrolles, Gabriel 
Synnaeve,  Hervé Jégou



(Visual) Transformers

In ViT class embedding CLS token  
inserted along with the patch embeddings:
- helping the attention process
- preparing the vector to be fed to the 

classifier 

CaiT freezes the patch embeddings when 
inserting CLS:
- last part of the network (2 layers) 

dedicated to summarizing the 
information to be fed to the classifier

- save compute

Class Activation architecture



(Visual) Transformers

Visualization of the class-attention:
Attention between the CLS and patches

CaiT results:



(Visual) Transformers

From Image classification to segmentation, detection, …

Where we are:
Training deep vision transformers on ImageNet dataset (only) OK
Transformers not so interesting for small datasets (/convnets)
Q about modeling: Is an image 16x16 patches/words?

About Attention block: Quadratic complexity with the nb of patches
-- Limit the Attention complexity
-- Modify the architectures

Swin Transformers
MLP-like architectures
Hybrid archi with convnets/transformers

This question also applies for NLP transformers: 
Mamba paper at NeurIPS 2023
Flash Attention, …
But the entry ticket is very high!
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(Visual) Transformers for detection, segmentation, …

Design output for classification, detection, …

• CLS token for classification

• CaiT strategy: CLS to decode the 
embeddings

• Extension to incremental classification task 
learning:

Multi inputs Possible with Several encoders+1 
transformer for fusion&processing

And for other type of output as detection?

CaiT

CLS 1

CLS 2

CLS 3

Published as a conference paper at CVPR 2022

DyTox: Transformers for continual learning with dynamic token expansion

Arthur Douillard, Alexandre Ramé, Guillaume Couairon, Matthieu Cord

TAB: Task Attention Block



(Visual) Transformers for detection, segmentation, …

Transformers

[Vaswani et al. Attention is all 
you need NeurIPS 2017]

To summarize:



(Visual) Transformers for detection, segmentation, …

Output query array / Output array defines the downstream task: detection



(Visual) Transformers for detection, segmentation, …

Output query array / Output array defines the downstream task: segmentation … 



(Visual) Transformers for detection, segmentation, …

From Image to sentences!

Here are two 
sparrows on the 

beach at low 
tide
?
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of  LLMs
- Unimodal models with connection
- One model for all

Let’s restrict the problem here to Visual (+Language) as input and 
Language as output => Image captioning, VQA

Here are two 
sparrows on the 
beach at low tide



Vision Encoder + LLM Decoder

Image as input, textual caption as output

Why this modeling? Because the best LLM ever designed (and the plug&play update if a new LLM is released)



Vision Encoder + LLM Decoder

Feature mapping module? 
A classic MLP, or:



Vision Encoder + LLM Decoder

Feature mapping module? 
A classic MLP, 
Or CaiT-like:

Improved Baselines for Data-efficient Perceptual Augmentation of LLMs (DePALM) 
Théophane Vallaeys, Mustafa Shukor, Matthieu Cord, Jakob Verbeek arXiv 2403.13499



Vision Encoder + LLM Decoder

After feature mapping, feature injection! Here are two 
sparrows on the 
beach at low tide

1

2



Vision Encoder + LLM Decoder

Improved Baselines for Data-efficient Perceptual Augmentation of LLMs (DePALM) 
Théophane Vallaeys, Mustafa Shukor, Matthieu Cord, Jakob Verbeek arXiv 2403.13499



Vision Encoder + LLM Decoder

Parameter efficient approaches: 
Leave the LLM and backbone frozen, 
Train the mapping on (very) limited training sets to 

obtain very good results

Simple design choices works best!
ie. passing all perceptual tokens at the input to the LLM

For efficiency DePALM mechanism:
compress perceptual to a few “summary tokens”
4 times faster to train and on par results

Take-home messages:

Improved Baselines for Data-efficient Perceptual Augmentation of LLMs (DePALM) 
Théophane Vallaeys, Mustafa Shukor, Matthieu Cord, Jakob Verbeek arXiv 2403.13499

Published as a conference paper at ICCV 2023

eP-ALM: Efficient Perceptual Augmentation of LMs

Mustafa Shukor, Corentin Dancette, Matthieu Cord



Vision Language Models

How to get the best VLM?
Relax efficiency constraint
Train on huge multimodal dataset

Joint work with my PhD student Hugo Laurençon
(collab Hugging Face)

Published as a conference paper at NeurIPS 2023

Hugo Laurençon, …, Matthieu Cord, Victor Sanh



Vision Language Models

What is the best VLM and What matters when building vision-language models? 
[IDEFICS arXiv 2024]

Idefics2 fully-autoregressive (FA) architecture:
Vision encoder
Mapping to the LLM input space 
Visual tokens (64 in our standard configuration, green) interleaved 
with the input sequence of text embeddings
LLM to predict the text tokens output



Vision Language Models

[IDEFICS arXiv 2024]
Quantitative results:

Qualitative results:

The image shows two golden 
retriever puppies sitting in a 
field of flowers. They are 
sitting next to each other, 
looking at the camera, and 
appear to be very happy. The 
puppies are adorable, and 
their fur is a beautiful golden 
color. The flowers surrounding 
them are yellow and add a 
vibrant touch to the scene.

Evaluation very important, not easy for Generative models



Conclusion / Perspectives

Multimodal (LMM) is the new “thing” (from NeurIPS
2023) but:
• Architectures/models

Transformers: the end?
Vision-Language interaction/representation

• Learning LMM: data, loss, optim., evaluation, 
generalization …

Alexandre Ramé PhD
• Compression/embedded

Edouard Yvinec PhD
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